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Executive Summary
Background
In Spring 2021, the City of Long Beach invited members of the public to apply for the
Long Beach Augmented Reality (AR) Challenge, where they were asked to imagine
and create AR experiences on Instagram’s Spark AR platform to highlight Long
Beach’s historic past, diverse present, and limitless future. Innovators, thinkers,
entrepreneurs, start-ups, and solution makers of all skill levels were asked to rise to
the Long Beach AR Challenge. Over the course of two months, 17 teams created
immersive AR experiences, received technical mentorship support from Challenge
partners, and unveiled their solutions to the public at the final Exhibition event.
In August 2021, thousands of Exhibition participants immersed themselves in a world
of augmented reality right here in Downtown Long Beach. The Promenade and nearby
streets hosted the interactive AR experiences for members of the public to enjoy along
with live music and food and drinks from nearby local restaurants.
Challenge Teams
A total of 17 teams completed the AR Challenge and presented their AR applications
at the Exhibition. Teams included individuals from all technical skill levels and local,
national, and international participants. Teams received both technical and administrative support in their efforts to compete in the Challenge.
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AR Artists

/ Heather Barker
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AR Exhibition
Location & Venue
The Long Beach AR Exhibition was held Sunday, August 8, 2021, from 12:00 PM to
5:00 PM at Harvey Milk Promenade Park, 185 E 3rd St, Long Beach, CA 90802.
The event activated the Harvey Milk Promenade Park and catalyzed pedestrian traffic
to the area. On the day of the event, from 12 PM to 5 PM, over 4,130 pedestrians passed
through the Exhibition site - an increase of 231% compared to the previous Sunday.
At the Exhibition hub, the City of Long Beach Technology and Innovation Department
(TID) and ARLB staff set up tents in the Park where attendees learned more about the
event and other digital resources and opportunities in the City. DJ Cool MIQ played a
three-hour set that drew in attendees to the Exhibition hub and created interest around
the event for passers-by and locals enjoying their Sundays in Downtown Long Beach.
Following the AR Exhibition kick-off event on August 8, the AR experiences were available for two additional weeks until August 22 for the public to enjoy.
LBAR Exhibition Hub
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Attendees Engagement
Exhibition attendees included
Challenge teams, their families and
friends, Long Beach residents,
patrons of Downtown businesses,
community leaders, and the Long
Beach AR community. Using signage
attached to light posts and buildings
around the Promenade, attendees
scanned QR codes to interact with
the AR exhibits.
Prizes
A panel of local judges representing
diverse industries interacted with all
17 experiences and deliberated on
how to award $14,000 in total prize
money in several categories. Winners
of each prize category are listed here:
Long Beach AR Challenge Winners
Announced
Judges included: Alan Pullman
(Studio 111), Lisa Mae Brunson
(Wonder Women Tech and City of
Long Beach Technology & Innovation
Commissioner), Amy Stock (Kennedy
Grace Gallery), Rosanne Kang
Jovanovski (Intertrend), and Rob
Kohout (Warner Brothers Studios).

Attendees engaging with
LBAR Challenge Exhibits
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Metrics
Exhibit Engagement
Attendees had several opportunities to interact with each of the 17 AR exhibits. Signage
with QR codes and user instructions were posted for the event on August 8, 2021 and
for two weeks after the event. The number AR Exhibit QR Code scans displays the reach
of the exhibits and the number of people who interacted with the exhibits during the
event and in the following weeks.
During the two-week period the exhibits were posted, attendees voted for their
favorite AR exhibit using an online survey form. Results of this vote were used to
determine the winner of the Audience Favorite category.
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DLBA Pedestrian Counter
The Downtown Long Beach Alliance (DLBA) provided data from its pedestrian sensors
in the Downtown Promenade area to display the amount of people who walked through
this area. The number of pedestrians who passed through the Promenade during the
AR Exhibit and the previous Sunday are displayed below:

DLBA Pedestrian Counter
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Challenge Team Experience Survey
Staff distributed a survey to understand why AR developers and teams chose to
participate in the Challenge and their experiences throughout the design process.
Findings
Teams chose to participate in the Challenge because of its accessibility to both
beginners and more advanced creators. Another reason teams chose to participate
was the chance to create something for Long Beach. Local creators were excited to
create something for their hometown and those outside of Long Beach were interested
in creating something outside their home state/country.
Teams felt they were able to learn from the Challenge, gain new skills, and network with
other creators. Teams felt supported by staff and mentors to be successful throughout
the Challenge. Ultimately, feedback indicated that Challenge teams would participate in
a similar experience again.
Teams had different levels of experience. Some teams operated AR businesses and
some had none to very little AR experience. A significant amount of Challenge teams had
no experience with the Spark AR platform. The support provided by staff and AR mentors
helped teams utilize this new platform.
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Attendee Experience Survey
A survey distributed to Exhibition attendees provided a general understanding of
participants’ satisfaction with the AR Exhibition and what they thought could be
improved.
Attendee Survey Questions included:
(1) Please rate your satisfaction with today’s event. (Scale 1-5) (5 - Very Satisfied
4- Satisfied 3 – Fair 2 – Dissatisfied 1 - Very Dissatisfied) (2) What could we do to improve
this event?
Attendees were satisfied with the event rating it an average of 4.7 out of 5. Attendees
also provided suggestions to improve the event including; having volunteers assist with
loading the experiences, holding the event later in the day to prevent glare on screens,
offering more exhibits, and supplying snacks and water for attendees.
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Sponsorship
Through strategic partnership and collaboration, the Long Beach AR Challenge and
Exhibition was a success. Partners helped to provide administrative and technical support and invaluable community input and resources. A team of City of Long Beach staff
from the Technology & Innovation Department in partnership with the CSULB Institute for
Innovation & Entrepreneurship, ARLB, and the Downtown Long Beach Alliance assisted in
preparing for and staffing the challenge and exhibition. Partners also served as mentors
and technical support to Challenge Teams.
Sponsors US Ignite and Facebook Reality Labs provided funding and support to award
cash prizes to teams, to host the Exhibition, and for other miscellaneous Challenge costs.
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Conclusion and Recommendations
The Long Beach AR Challenge and Exhibition showed how AR can spark innovation
and civic engagement in Long Beach. This initiative verified the potential AR has in
providing solutions to civic challenges. Using the Long Beach AR Challenge as a
primer, the City can continue to use AR to enhance government operations. Future
uses of AR may include envisioning what planned public works projects will look like,
enhancing public spaces, and contributing to the culture, heritage, and tourism of
the City (6 ways augmented reality can help governments see more clearly | World
Economic Forum - weforum.org).
The Long Beach AR Challenge and Exhibition was guided by the City’s Smart City
Guiding Principles. The accessibility of the Challenge to teams of all experience levels,
backgrounds, and locations aligned the initiative with an equity mindset. Furthermore,
the exhibits were accessed using Instagram, an app that residents are familiar with and
have downloaded on their smartphones. The Challenge and Exhibition also utilized
local expertise and built skills in teams who participated.
Next Steps and Lessons Learned
During the inaugural Long Beach AR Challenge and Exhibition staff, partners, Challenge
teams, and attendees identified several next steps to improve the impact of this initiative.
Increased Staff and Volunteers
During the exhibition, some attendees struggled with loading and using the AR experiences. To enhance service and accessibility, more technical support should be provided, particularly for users who aren’t as familiar with Instagram or smartphones. In the
future, tech support can be provided by volunteers on the day of the event.
Mentoring Challenge Teams
Teams with little or some experience in AR development benefitted from technical
support and mentorship in this process, provided primarily through participation in
the Challenge Slack channel and informal Zoom workshops. This mentorship should
be strengthened through contracting support from an AR developer like Facebook
Reality Labs or an independent consultant. This will help improve the usability of the
AR solutions and allow teams to continue to build their skills.
Improving Accessibility
The location of the Exhibition allowed attendees to engage at Harvey Milk Promenade
Park and throughout Downtown Long Beach. This location also created challenges for
attendees navigating throughout the large area and finding the signage for the
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AR Exhibits. Moving forward, it would be helpful to provide attendees with physical
exhibit map flyers so they can easily navigate around the site. Confining the Exhibition
to a smaller area may help with navigation as well.
In future events, attendees should also be encouraged to download Instagram before
coming to the event to improve efficiency. AR experience directions should be simplified and use standard language to help attendees access the AR exhibits more easily.
Similar AR effects can also be grouped so attendees can gain familiarity with certain
apps and directions.
Community Outreach
There are several opportunities for community outreach and collaboration with this
Challenge and event. Community partners and teams shared that youth should be
encouraged to participate, with a category for Best Youth Submission. Collaborating
with local middle and high schools and aligning the Challenge dates with the school
year rather than hosting it during summer can promote youth engagement.
Furthermore, the event should be accessible for all teams, even those not local to
Long Beach who were unable to travel to the Exhibition. Increased accessibility can
be achieved by documenting the event on social media and live streaming the
awards ceremony.
Conclusion
The Long Beach AR Challenge and Exhibition showcased how Long Beach embraces
technology. Both Challenge Teams and attendees immersed themselves in the experience. Once attendees saw one exhibit, they wanted to see all of them. The first Long
Beach AR Challenge and Exhibition will serve as a strong proof of concept for how the
City might use AR to solve civic challenges while strengthening our local technology
ecosystem.
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LBTV Video
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APPENDIX B

AR Exhibit Locations
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APPENDIX C

Wayfinding Signage
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APPENDIX D

Exhibition Plaque
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City of Long Beach
411 W. Ocean Blvd.
Long Beach, CA 90802
Visit us at www.longbeach.gov
@LongBeachCity
To request this information in an alternative format or to request a reasonable accommodation, please contact Technology & Innovation Department
at Ryan.Kurtzman@longbeach.gov or (562) 570-6911. A minimum of three (3) business days is requested to ensure availability.
Reasonable attempts will be made to accommodate request made within less than three (3) business days.

